
What are the Types of Business Licenses in UAE? 
 

Registries in the UAE classify what activities can be done into 4 main categories. There are a wide range 

of activities to choose from depending on the business plan. Usually all jurisdiction both Free zone and 

Mainland share the similar activities but in some cases both of them offer certain specialized ones which 

won’t be available in the other. 

 

The main classification of activities in the registries are as : 

 

Commercial : This classifies any activities related to trade and commerce like import and export, real 

estate, construction, maintenance. Commercial trade license are also offered to companies involved in 

trade of goods and service and commodities. In free zones, non UAE nationals can have 100% ownership 

while in the Mainland they can have only a maximum of up to 49% shareholding. 

 

Professional : Service based activities are covered under this and in some cases requires proper 

educational qualifications from the officers and employees in the company. In most cases this type of 

activity also allows 100% foreign ownership in Mainland with the UAE national local sponsor acting as 

the Service agent without any shareholding. 

 

Industrial : Manufacturing, packaging, companies fall under this category. This license mainly covers 

production, segregation, procurement, packaging etc. it also needs the approval from the Ministry of 

Finance and Industry and other necessary agencies like Ministry of environment, Municipality, Civil 

defense is required. They have to follow stringent rules and guidance from the authorities in order to 

initiate operations and sustain it. 

 

Tourism : All licenses in relation to the travel, tourism and hospitality industry are covered by this. Tour 

operators, travel agents, hotels, Tour guides. The Dubai Corporation for Tourism and Commerce 

Marketing (DCTCM) is the main authority regulating this class of activities and companies have to follow 

the guidelines in order to operate. 

 

For any further queries feel free to contact me at +971 521273490 or email me at 

setup@pmcsolutions.me 

 



PMC Solutions DMCC is a Corporate Business set up company specialized in designing & providing 

customized solutions and consultancy services for Business Setup, and Family Residency for foreign and 

local investors, willing to setup and grow their businesses in Dubai or entire UAE. 

 

PMC Solutions has been established to provide complete company formation & registration, business 

setup, administration and management services in all major jurisdictions around the world, notably in 

Dubai, UAE where it is revolutionizing the concept of Offshore and Free zone Incorporations. 


